INTRODUCTION
This paper examines the ways Google -through its technologies, services and platforms -is massively influencing contemporary artistic production. The paper presents important Internet artworks as case studies and analyses the different ways artists are using to examine the world and the Internet through Google's platforms and services.
GOOGLE AS INTERNET EXPERIENCE
Historically, Internet art has been using and exploring all aspects of Internet and the web. Google as a monopoly platform (Srineck 2017) , holds a strategic position in digital economy and massively influences how people use the Internet. Most artists who deal with the Internet are finding inspiration and material online using Google's services and platforms (Muir 2014) .
Google technologies and services are not new, however their potential for artistic action and intervention keeps growing along with every new Google service, technology and platform. As Google is moving into the consumer internet of things, self-driving cars and virtual reality it becomes a ubiquitous platform across the economy and as a result, more and more artists are using Google to expose, reflect on and examine life online. Artists who use Google technologies and services are not simply revealing/commenting on our contemporary experiences with the Internet, they are also providing us with scenarios for Internet futures.
Surfing the Internet for material
I'm Google by Dina Kelberman (Kelberman 2013) is an on-going project that exists as a Tumblr blog consisting of images found on Google Image Search and videos found on YouTube. The images and videos correspond with one another in form, subject matter, or theme and are arranged in a grid that expands as the user scrolls. It is described by the artist as a stream of consciousness and it portrays the artist's experience using Google Search hunting for obscure information and encountering unexpected results. The blog serves as a visual representation of this phenomenon. 
Exposing Internet realities
Artist Erica Scourti wrote a diary page using Gmail and then sent it out to herself every day for a year. Using her webcam, she filmed the series of suggested keywords and the links to groups of relevant ads. By creating a Gmail diary, Scourti is aware that Google will "read" her private pages and she tries to present the connection between the human and the algorithmic diaries and therefore between two possible "self-narratives". The artwork, called Life in AdWords (Scourti 2012 (Scourti -2013 , is a 70-minute video where the artist recites strings of "adwords". The artist exposes the workings of Google's codification/algorithmic system by highlighting the language produced by Google AdWords. Image courtesy of the artist.
CONCLUSION
The extended use of Google services and platforms in contemporary Internet artworks reveals new information about how Google is massively affecting our online experiences and thus becomes a fertile ground and an important factor in contemporary artistic practice.
